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I Own This: May 2022 Nominees
/ Published June 3, 2022
PS Magazine’s I Own This campaign is designed to recognize Warfighters of all
services who exemplify the highest standards of care for their assigned vehicles and
equipment and contribute in meaningful ways to their unit's overall maintenance and
supply posture. In short, they live and breathe readiness.
This month, we had four (4) Soldiers nominated for this program. All are deserving of
this recognition. One was selected at random to get the spotlight placed on them.
This month, that individual is PFC Kjerrick A. Stephenson.
SPOTLIGHT PROFILE

PFC Kjerrick A. Stephenson
Army/Active
M2A3 Infantry Bradley Fighting Vehicle Driver
C Co, 1-68 AR, 3rd BCT, 4ID, Poland
Nominated by: 1SG Colten Santos
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How did you come to know/observe the nominee's actions? PFC Stephenson
has always carried himself as a quiet professional. He is constantly working on the
Bradley Fighting Vehicle (BFV) alongside his crew. PFC Stephenson has a keen eye
for discovering the slightest deficiency on his vehicle, and works solutions to the
issues without hesitation. I first noticed PFC Stephenson when I took over as the 1SG
and performed an initial inspection of the vehicles. His vehicle remains the most
battle-ready and is the standard bearer of this company.
Why does this individual deserve recognition? I would like to reward this Soldier
for his outstanding progress over the past year. He is a trailblazer for the other BFV
drivers of the company in regards to vehicle operational status, cleanliness and
overall functionality. I never have to correct deficiencies for his BFV. This unit has
benefited tremendously from PFC Stephenson's work and dedication.
Any additional comments? SSG Suarez deserves honorable mention for
developing this Soldier.
Also Nominated...
Warfighter's Name: CW3 Andrew J. Anderson
Unit:
B Co 1-171 (Det 1), St Cloud, MN
Position/Title:
Instructor Pilot
Component:
Army/National Guard
NSN or End Item: 1520-01-457-5179
Nominated by:
CW3 Christopher A. Slavin
Justification:
CW3 Anderson works tirelessly to upkeep and maintain
equipment to the highest standards without seeking recognition. He also mentors
junior mechanics and aviators on proper maintenance procedures and required
documentation.
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Warfighter's Name: SGT Tommy L. Bryan
Unit:
D CO, 3-227TH AHB, MK Airbase, Romania
Position/Title:
Aircraft Electrician Supervisor
Component:
Army/Active
NSN or End Item:
UH-60M Black Hawk
Nominated by:
SSG Amanda Settles
Justification:
SGT Bryan troubleshoots and maintains 23 UH-60M Black
Hawks for 3-227th Assault Helicopter Battalion (AHB) at MK Airbase, Romania, in
support of Operation Atlantic Resolve. Additionally, he serves as the section sergeant
for the avionics section for ten Soldiers in three countries. His section consists of all
newly-enlisted Soldiers, yet SGT Bryan ensures to train, supervise, and manage his
section successfully. Recently, SGT Bryan was assigned two new PFCs to his
section. He quickly incorporated them into the daily maintenance routine and
transitioned them for success. The BN command leadership recently recognized SGT
Bryan for troubleshooting a complex electrical fault. He was able to troubleshoot an
aircraft that was modified numerous times with several different schematics. His
experience and expertise enabled him to successfully resolve the fault and return the
aircraft to FMC status. His professionalism and leadership have enabled the unit to
support maintenance demands throughout this EUCOM rotation successfully. SGT
Bryan is the epitome of Army leadership and SME for the Avionics/Electrical
section.
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Warighter's Name: SGT Jeremy R. Cuevas
Unit:
E FSC, 6th BEB, 4-25 IBCT (ABN), JBER, AK
Position/Title:
Construction Equipment Repairer
Component:
Army/Active
NSN or End Item: DEUCE DV-100
Nominated by:
CPT Dakota Relford
Justification:
SGT Cuevas has troubleshot, ordered parts and repaired over a
dozen pacing items in 4-25 IBCT (ABN) over the past year. His ability to make quick
and effective repairs has had a brigade-level impact on its R-rating. He has brought
up six DV-100s, multiple loaders and three Type 1 HMEEs. He was instrumental in
finding and inspecting two HMMWVs for a BDE EDRE within two hours. He is a
valuable team player and he constantly teaches, coaches and mentors his
paratroopers in his field maintenance team. Not only that, but he constantly assists
and instructs paratroopers in other companies on how to properly PMCS and dispatch
their vehicles during command maintenance.
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Ground Vehicles: Drive Like Your Life
Depends on It!
/ Published June 10, 2022

Photo courtesy of USACRC

Warfighters, MSG Half-Mast requests you huddle up with your fellow Soldiers and
remind them that driving tactical/ground vehicles is serious business. Just how
serious is it?
A Government Accountability Office (GAO) report from July 2021 found 123 service
members died in non-combat-related accidents between FY10 and FY19. Sadly,
we’re seeing this trend continue.
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The GAO report identified the three most common causes of tactical driving
accidents:
Driver inattentiveness
Lapses in supervision
Lack of training
Driver Inattentiveness
When operating a tactical vehicle, your attention must be focused on that vehicle at
all times — not thinking about what you’re doing over the weekend or what sounds
good for lunch! Watch the road, glance at your gauges occasionally to make sure
your speed is right and focus your attention on the road ahead. Keep an eye out for
changing road conditions like hills and downgrades, obstacles, curves and other
vehicles.
Co-drivers and occupants in a tactical vehicle should sound off if they notice a driver
operating a vehicle at excessive speed or not paying attention to the road. It could
save everyone’s life.
Seat belt use is not an option. It’s not just the responsibility of leadership to ensure
100% seat belt and restraint use in tactical vehicles, it’s everyone’s responsibility.
Given the size and weight of today’s Army and Marine Corps tactical vehicles, the risk
of rollover and rollover fatalities has never been greater. In the event of a vehicle
rollover, your seat belts and restraints, along with engaged safety latches, are your
first line of defense to prevent major injuries. Using them correctly can save your life.
Not using them correctly is simply not an option.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Since FY18, no Soldier that was correctly using a properly
functioning restraint system has died in a tactical vehicle mishap.
Driving on a nice, sunny day on a smooth surface is about as easy as it gets, right?
However, we all know the mission often has us driving in less than optimal conditions.
What about driving on the range during a hard rain on muddy tank trails? What about
driving at night while it’s snowing or driving down steep mountain roads in three feet
of snow?
Let’s talk about unimproved roads. Why? Because they can be challenging in good or
bad weather for even an experienced driver. In wet weather, they tend to be slippery
and deep ruts or holes can be hidden under puddles. In dry weather they can create a
dust hazard, especially when following behind another vehicle or in a convoy. This
means potentially losing sight of other vehicles or the taillights and stoplights of the
vehicle in front of you.
Those are just a few conditions you’ll likely face when driving tactical vehicles, and
you’ll need to be focused and ready to tackle them confidently and safely. For some
great driving tips, look at Tactical Vehicles: Don’t Make Winter Driving a Chilling
Experience. The article isn’t just about winter driving. It also covers braking and the
various types of brakes and how best to utilize them.
Lapses in Supervision
Leaders, you’ll need to validate your unit’s driver training program to make sure you’re
following the guidance in AR 600-55, The Army Driver and Operator Standardization
Program (Selection, Training, Testing, and Licensing) (Sep 19).
It’s critical that leaders employ risk management for all missions. This means realtime risk management even for “routine” missions that involve operating tactical
vehicles, even under the best conditions. More often than not, it’s the “routine”
missions where complacency sets in, which only leads to trouble.
To help your Soldiers become more confident and safer when driving tactical vehicles,
ensure you certify junior leaders to conduct troop leading procedures (TLPs). Junior
leaders may themselves be rather inexperienced when it comes to safe driving.
Leaders need to rigorously train their junior leaders, hold them to high standards and,
in turn, ensure they hold their Soldiers to high standards.
Make sure junior leaders know how to plan vehicular movements and how to lead
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rehearsals. It’s also critical they know how to conduct pre-combat checks (PCCs) and
pre-combat inspections (PCIs).
Lack of Training
Unit leadership should routinely check the health of their driver training program to
ensure they’re following the guidance and standardization of training, testing and
licensing covered in AR 600-55.
Don’t forget the US Army Combat Readiness Center (USACRC) developed a driver’s
toolbox to assist in the management of driver training. To access the toolbox, have
your CAC handy and go HERE.
While it’s important to have junior leaders know how to conduct PCCs and PCIs, it’s
also important for tactical vehicle drivers to know these procedures.
Make sure your drivers are actively participating in rehearsals and cover risk
management with them. Ask your driver questions like, “What are some risks you’ll
face while driving during the FTX next month?” or “This is your first time driving the
FMTV with a trailer; do you have any concerns and how can you address them
properly?”
Take the time to make sure your drivers are trained on these areas and revisit them in
training regularly:
Ground guiding (during day and night operations). Watch the USACRC
ground guide video.
Pulling or towing other vehicles and trailers
The impact payload has on vehicle center of gravity
Rollover risk
Weather conditions and how they impact road surfaces
Braking (different types of brakes and how to use them)
Speed awareness and control
Lack of Tactical Driving Experience
Leaders, there’s another factor that plays a major part in tactical driving accidents:
lack of time behind the wheel. Getting an opportunity to drive a vehicle once or twice
a year for a field exercise is simply not enough.
Leadership has the responsibility to ensure Soldiers get an adequate amount of driver
experience. Increasing their exposure to operating tactical equipment will increase
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their confidence. Maximizing preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS)
efforts by exercising equipment is another way to get behind-the-wheel exposure for
inexperienced drivers. It has the added benefit of assisting them in becoming more
familiar with PMCS.
Here are some additional links to help with tactical driving safety:
PS Offers Retro PM & Safety Posters
FMTV A1P2: Always Engage Combat (Safety) Latches
Up-Armored HMMWV: Inspect Seat Belt Assemblies
MRAP: Learn Your Rollover Lesson
HMMWV: Driver Training and Safety
HMMWV: Taking Measures to Reduce the Risk of Rollover Accidents
Ground Guide Posters (L)
Ground Guide Posters (R)
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PS Magazine milSuite Group Offers
Extras
/ Published June 16, 2022

Looking for even more PS information and insights? Look no further than our PS
Magazine group in milSuite. Here you can interact with us—as well as other readers
—and access documents that we’ve collected and recommended over the years.
For example, do you need parts for a specific generator? How do you get that
HMMWV’s new winter tire assembly? Or what about ordering those small arms blank
firing attachments? You’ll find the NSNs and part numbers you need here. Our goal is
to upload the most useful docs so you can access them easily and know where to
look for more in the future.
Another key benefit to our milSuite group is that because it’s behind the CAC firewall,
it enables us to share controlled unclassified information (CUI) documents we can’t
share on our public-facing website.
Got questions? Post them in our forum. Answers will come from the PS staff or
subject matter experts. It’s a great way to collaborate!
Join us HERE.
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Be Prepared for Hot Weather: A List of
Must-Read PS Articles
/ Published June 21, 2022

Photo by Spc. Nathan Franco

Soldiers, even though it happens every year, it somehow seems to sneak up on us.
It’s summer and the heat is on!
Summer can be cool when you’re talking swimming pools, ice cream and cook-outs in
the shade. It’s not so cool when you’re out in the blistering sun, turning a wrench with
sweat dripping from your brow.
Working in the summer sun and stifling heat can make routine tasks brutal. You’ll get
thirsty faster and need to drink more. The sun will zap your energy, so you’ll need
more rest. There’s going to be times when you’ll have to cool off in the shade. There
will even be times your leadership will pause outdoor activities or training to prevent
heat-related injuries.
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The heat of summer is just as brutal for your vehicles and equipment. Make sure you
follow the TM guidelines for operating your vehicle in hot weather.
Be Cool This Summer
Stay hydrated and follow procedures for working in hot temperatures.
Keep a pair of gloves handy too because vehicles can become extremely
hot to the touch in summer months.
Follow the TM guidelines to keep your vehicle mission ready this summer.
Good PMCS will go a long way toward keeping your vehicle good to go,
no matter how high the temps get.

Check out these PS Magazine articles for more good info and revisit this article
periodically because we’re adding more links to hot weather topics as they become
available:

AVIATION
General
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2624068/all-aircraft-operating-inhot-weather/
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2554201/all-aircraft-too-hot-tohandle/
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2664940/all-aircraft-preparingfor-summer-weather/
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2664702/uh-60-get-covers-foryour-aircraft/

COMBAT VEHICLES
M2/M3-Series Bradley
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2016/765/765-07.pdf
Strykers
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https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2069912/1128-mgs-stryker-acpm-keeps-vehicle-combat-ready/

COMMO/ELECTRONICS
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2208497/sincgars-keep-it-cool/

CONSTRUCTION
D7 Tractors
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2016/768/768-16-17.pdf
621B Scrapers
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2005/630/630-24-25.pdf
8816 Paving Machines
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2016/763/763-09.pdf

MISSILES
Patriot Missile System
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2127425/patriot-missile-systemdont-skimp-on-filters/

SOLDIER SUPPORT
General Support
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2018/788/788-22-23.pdf
Air Conditioners
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https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2303491/air-conditioners-coolnew-tm/
Wet Bulb
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2633476/soldier-safety-wet-bulbchecks-humidity/
Hydration/Canteens
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2680047/water-supply-h2o-onthe-go/
SMALL ARMS
General
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2638501/small-arms-how-totreat-your-weapon-when-its-hot/
Ammo
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2653340/ammunition-how-heataffects-ammo/

TACTICAL VEHICLES
Corrosion (Vehicle Hoses)
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2639021/corrosion-protecthoses-from-getting-hosed-by-the-sun/
FMTVs, HMMWVs
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2620737/fmtvs-hmmwvssummer-swelter-ac-to-the-rescue/
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2664128/hmmwv-airconditioning-re-charge-tools/
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FMTVA1P2, HIMARS, LVAD trucks
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2624996/fmtva1p2-himars-lvadtrucks-look-for-leaks-on-ac-compressor/
TOOLS
SATS
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2109256/sats-dont-let-moldtake-hold/

For more hot weather and safety information, visit the U.S. Army Combat Readiness
Center:
https://safety.army.mil/
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Aviation

Apache: Inspect Seat Belt and Harness
for Correct Configuration
/ Published June 8, 2022

Photo by Paul Stevenson

Mechanics, make a note that if you’re working on the Apache Longbow, you need to
check the seat belt and harness configuration like it says in maintenance information
message (MIM) H-64-22-MIM-02 (16 May 22), which updates H-64-13-AMAM-06 (5
Jun 13).
H-64-13-AMAM-06 required a one-time inspection to identify and replace
incompatible aircrew seat restraint components and installation of the approved seat
restraint configuration. Since H-64-13-AMAM-06 was released, the approved seat belt
and shoulder harness configuration has been further refined and is detailed in TM 11520-LONGBOW/APACHE (Mar 22) and several component provisioning issues have
been recently solved.
For all the message details to configure your Apache seat belt and shoulder harness
correctly, go to the AMCOM safety and maintenance messages website HERE (you'll
need your CAC) to search for and download a copy.
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All Aircraft: Be Mindful During Ground
Handling Operations
/ Published June 14, 2022

Photo by Maj. Chelsea Aspelund

Mechanics, ground support mishaps shouldn’t happen if you’re doing things by the
book—that is by applicable maintenance manuals and TM 1-1500-204-23-1 (Jul 92).
Guesswork or shortcuts should never be part of towing an aircraft. It leads to
accidents and unscheduled maintenance. Page 13 of Flightfax 5 (Apr 22) has some
great info on ground movements, proper aircraft towing, pushing aircraft and what’s
needed to qualify as a towing operator. Read it to avoid millions of dollars in damage
and an aircraft that’s non-mission capable because it needs repairs. Check out the
Flightfax article HERE.
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AH-64: Reprogramming the Mast
Mounted Assembly
/ Published June 14, 2022

Courtesy Photo
Mechanics, the Apache helicopter has many complicated computerized parts.
In the Jul 21 Apache newsletter, issue 96, it states that the mast mounted assembly
(MMA) electronically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), NSN
1220-01-605-5217, requires reprogramming after specific fire control radar (FCR)
maintenance tasks are accomplished.
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If this reprogramming doesn’t occur, it could negatively impact the accuracy of the fire
control radar, but never provide an indication of failure.
Get the details on when and how to obtain a reprogrammed replacement EEPROM
from the vendor by clicking on the image below.

Click on image above to open and download PDF of article

Pay special attention to the specific information you’ll need to provide the vendor to
get a replacement EEPROM. The article also details where to send this data, as well
as requests for information.
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AGSE: Get Polymer Doors for ALUMMC
/ Published June 16, 2022

Photo by Spc. Scott Lindblom

Dear Sergeant Blade,
I’ve been trying to get NSNs for the passenger-side and driver-side polymer doors
used on the Aviation Light Utility Mobile Maintenance Cart (ALUMMC), NSN 1740-01632-9476, to replace the international automation systems (IAS) ALUMMC -2 glass
doors, but have had no luck. I’ve called John Deere, as well, but they are not sure
about the right doors.
Can you help?
SGT V.M.
Dear Sergeant V.M.,
Yes, we can help. Attached are two maintenance information messages (MIMs)
(AGSE-20-MIM-01 and AGSE-20-MIM 01UPDATE) on the IAS-ALUMMC-3 polymer
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doors. The left poly door is NSN 2510-01-659-4135 (PN AM147742) and the right
poly door is NSN 2510-01-659-4132 (PN AM147743). Or you can get both with a door
kit, NSN 2510-01-659-4150 (PN BM26111).
You can view the original MIM HERE and the update HERE, in which are the steps to
install the polymer doors on the ALUMMC.
The MIMs for the ALUMMC doors can also be downloaded from the AMCOM safety
and maintenance messages website HERE.
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Aircraft General: Get Aircraft Posters
from Combat Readiness Center
/ Published June 17, 2022

Photo courtesy the USACRC

Helicopters face many different situations that affect performance and maintenance
readiness, from cold weather to bird strikes. Sometimes, visual reminders—like
posters—about what’s at stake are helpful in keeping everyone vigilant.
The US Army Combat Readiness Center (USACRC) poster library is the place to go
for all aviation posters, which can be downloaded and hung in maintenance shops,
hangers and other common areas.
Click HERE to access them.
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Chinook: When the Heat’s On, Get Sun
Shades
/ Published June 21, 2022

Photo by Cpl. Danielle Rodrigues

Crew members, as the summer months arrive and temperatures rise, the inside of a
Chinook can get—as they say—hotter than the devil sitting on the flight line.
Working and operating inside a helicopter on a hot day can be challenging. That’s
why using sun shades to keep internal temperatures down and to block out the sun
makes a lot of sense. And if you have to work in the aircraft for an extended period,
be sure to hydrate often and follow the heat illness prevention and sun safety
guidelines HERE.
You can order two sun shade kits.
The cockpit kit, NSN 1680-01-661-1895, comes with shades for the:
left, center and right windshield.
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left and right eyebrow window.
left and right chin bubble.
upper and lower, left and right jettison doors.
And the sun shades for all the cabin windows come with NSN 1680-01-661-1937.
Both kits come with a case to hold the shades. You’ll also find the NSNs in the
flyaway equipment section of TM 1-1520-271-23&P (Apr 21).
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All Aircraft: Preventive Maintenance,
the Key to Success
/ Published June 24, 2022

Photo by Charles Rosemond

Black Hawks, Apaches, Chinooks, UASs and Lakotas cost millions of dollars.
Helicopter near misses, mishaps and accidents—most of which can be avoided—
come down to attention to detail.
You can be certain that if you don’t follow the maintenance procedures in the work
packages completely, the result will not be good and could even be fatal. Inspecting
for foreign object debris (FOD)* should be second nature. When maintenance is
completed on a helicopter, your work should be technically inspected by senior
mechanics. And maintenance test pilots must verify significant maintenance actions
before clearing aircraft for flight.
These are just some of the near miss lessons learned and analyzed in the May 2020
issue of Flightfax found HERE. Pay particular attention to incidents 23404, 23957,
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24197 and 24311. The common theme is that a lack of attention to detail leads to
mistakes.
Make reading Flightfax and PS Magazine a routine part of your crew’s commitment to
preventive maintenance.
________________________
*NOTE: When it comes to FOD, anything left inside an aircraft or on the flight line is
considered foreign object debris (FOD) and if you don’t perform FOD walks and
inspections, that debris can cause foreign object damage (FOD) to your aircraft. For
more information on FOD control, click HERE.
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AGSE: Now on milSuite
/ Published June 29, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. George Prince

If you work on aviation ground support equipment (AGSE), the product office has a
new milSuite site.
Make a note that the product office is currently uploading information and documents
to the site, including current component listings (CLs), so the site is not yet fully
populated.
To join the AGSE milSuite now and let the SMEs know what type of documents and
content you want to see on the site, click HERE.
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Combat Vehicles

Stryker: Maintaining and
Troubleshooting the Air Accessory
Manifold
/ Published June 1, 2022

Photo by Charles Rosemond

Maintainers, ever wondered how the Stryker’s air accessory manifold functions? Or
what’s the best way to identify and isolate manifold problems? This article answers
those questions, so read on about this critical Stryker component.
Below are breakdowns not only of the air accessory manifold, but also its associated
components, what each component does, common problems, root causes of
malfunctions and service requirements, if any. These breakdowns will assist
technicians troubleshooting and correcting issues.
Air Accessory Manifold
What it does: The air accessory manifold houses eight (8) electrical solenoid valves
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that control the distribution of compressed air to the auxiliary air circuits on the
Stryker.
These circuits include the engine brake, Hi-Lo transfer case shift cylinder, 4x8 and
8x8 differential shift cylinders, engage and disengage ramp shift lock cylinders and
the periscope cleaner nozzle.
Each electrical solenoid valve has an override switch that bypasses the solenoid and
allows the compressed air to reach its intended auxiliary air circuit.
The air accessory manifold also has a port dedicated for the air horn. It does not have
an electrical solenoid that controls the horn because the compressed air is controlled
by a manual lever that when pulled releases air to the horn.
Areas of concern include:

Pressure protection valve: Make sure the valve opens prior to reaching 75 psi
and closes after reaching 75 psi.
W540 wire harness: Check for loose connections and damage from improperly
stowed equipment. Be sure to properly disconnect and reconnect the harness.

W540 wire harness and PPV valve

Electrical solenoids
Use the bypass switch to isolate pneumatic versus electric malfunctions.
Check for leaks between the solenoid and manifold caused by a damaged
O-ring. Ensure there’s proper routing of air lines to the air accessory
manifold.
If tags on the air lines are missing, replace them. Check for fitting damage.
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Common malfunctions are:
Faulty electrical solenoid
Air lines to solenoids installed the wrong way
Loose or punctured air line
Loose cannon plug
Leaking air accessory manifold
Root causes of malfunctions are:
Accidental damage caused by the driver’s gear or foot
Age of equipment
Incorrect installation
O-ring failure

Electrical solenoid valve and override bypass switch

Air Distribution Manifold
What it does: The air distribution manifold supplies air to the air accessory manifold
by way of the P6 inlet on the distribution manifold. Once the air begins to flow in at the
P1 inlet of the air accessory manifold, it passes through a pressure protection valve
that opens up when the air pressure reaches 75 psi. This valve is a two position, pilotoperated, spring-returned valve.
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Air distribution manifold

Once pilot pressure exceeds return spring pressure, the valve opens up and allows
compressed air to reach the manifold. Once pilot pressure drops below return spring
pressure, the valve closes and air flow no longer can reach the auxiliary air circuits.
The manifold also has a safety relief valve that will blow off once the vehicle’s air
pressure surpasses 150 psi.
Areas of concern are:
Safety relief valve
Obstructed or loose air lines
Routing to and from the distribution manifold
Missing air line tags

Safety relief valve
Common malfunctions are:
Incorrect routing
Loose air lines
Root cause of malfunctions:
Incorrect installation of the manifold
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Air Dryer
What it does: It contains two desiccant cartridges that filter and dry the compressed
air entering the vehicle air system supply reservoir.
Note that the air dryer cartridge NSN has changed to NSN 4440-01-443-9031.

Air dryer

Areas of concern are:
Desiccant cartridges can get clogged and the desiccant can break down
O-ring failure; purge valve sticking or freezing
Fire caused by trash around purge heater
Desiccant cartridges clog the manifold and purge valve
Air dryer housing and cables can burn
Breakdown of filters
Leaking air due to O-ring failure or not replacing O-rings
Burned out heating element
Root causes of failures are:
Lack of service
Trash or debris
Failure to replace cartridges
Required services include:
Semi-annual replacement of the cartridge and O-ring
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Removing excess moisture in the air tanks
Note: Operators are now required to inspect the air dryer housing and cable
connections for charring and black residue during PMCS. If any is found, report it to
field-level maintenance for replacing because the vehicle is NMC.
Air Tank
What it does: The air tank is a cylindrical container that stores compressed air for
distribution to the vehicle air system. Prior to reservoir 1(wet tank) is a back pressure
control valve in the supply line that includes a check valve to control air entering in the
reservoir. After entering reservoir 1, the air then moves to the distribution manifold.
From there compressed air enters the air accessory manifold for distribution to the
auxiliary circuits.

Reservoir 1
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Reservoir 2

Back pressure control valve

Areas of concern are:
Excess moisture in wet tank, reducing air volume
Leaking back pressure valve
Failure to drain air tanks
Excess moisture from unserviceable air dryers
Air compressor failure pushing contaminants (coolant or oil) in air system
Root causes of failures are:
Operator fails to drain the system like it says in the -10 TMs.
Not servicing air dryers
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Compressor failure
Excessive moisture caused by an unserviceable air dryer purge valve
Services needed are:
Drain tanks after each use
Perform PMCS and report any air leaks to maintenance personnel
Accessory Circuits
What they do: The air accessory circuits are comprised of the engine brake, Hi-Lo
transfer case shift cylinder, 4x8 and 8x8 differential shift cylinders, engage and
disengage ramp shift lock cylinders, and the periscope cleaner nozzle. Also included
on the air accessory manifold is a port dedicated for the air horn.
Areas of concern are:
Ramp lock shift cylinders

Ramp lock shift cylinders

Differential shift cylinders
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Differential shift cylinders

Engine exhaust brake retarder cylinder

Engine exhaust brake retarder cylinder

Hi-Lo range shift cylinder
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Hi-Lo range shift cylinder

Periscope blower
Air horn
Common malfunctions are:
Seized mechanical components
Ramp paddle sticking
Lack of lubrication on ramp locks
Seized exhaust brake
Seized differential cylinder
Leaking fittings
Faulty transfer case Hi/Lo cylinder often leaks air into the transfer case
and can cause the air not to build up above 75 psi
Punctured air lines Obstructed airline and/or nozzle
Air lines installed backwards on the transfer case, causing the speed shown on
the speedometer to read higher than the actual speed.
Root causes of malfunctions are:
Age of equipment
Lack of lubrication
Incorrect routing
Damage from improperly stowed equipment
Service required:
Lubricate and engage the exhaust brake like it says in TM 9-2355-363-13&P (Sep
16), TM 9-2355-326-13&P (Sep 16) and TM 9-2355-311-13&P (Sep 16).
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Ground Vehicles: Don’t go off the Rails
with Secondary Cargo Loads
/ Published June 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class James McGuire

On Pages 11-15 of PS 758 (Jan 16), we told you that when equipment, palletized
cargo or small vehicles are loaded onto or into the cargo areas of trucks or trailers
transported by rail, it’s called a secondary cargo load.
There’s little official guidance in the Association of American Railroads (AAR) Open
Top Loading Rules (OTLR) Manual (Aug 20) that covers these loads.
There’s also very limited guidance in the TEA Modal Instruction (MI) 19 Tiedown
Instructions for Rail Movements (Aug 21) specifically covering secondary loads.
That’s why properly restraining a secondary load is difficult and requires prior
planning. It’s important that planners use caution and are sure that rail carriers
approve secondary loads, prior to finalizing a rail loading plan.
Secondary loads that involve wheeled or tracked vehicles are NOT automatically
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approved. How are they approved? The load must successfully complete rail impact
testing. Once the test is successfully completed, the vehicle will be assigned a
loading figure in the AAR’s OTLR manual. The loading figure is a graphic display with
the info that’s required to properly load and secure that specific secondary load,
necessary equipment and any additional requirements. Here’s an example of a
loading figure:

Loading Fig 88H for M1000 HET

Considerations for Planning Secondary Cargo Loads for Rail Transport
Planning is the key to success. When it comes to the movement of secondary loads
consisting of general cargo, you’ll need to answer these five (5) questions:
Has the primary vehicle or trailer been tested and approved to carry a
payload (secondary cargo) for rail transport?
Does the secondary general cargo load fall within the approved payload
capacity of the cargo vehicle or trailer?
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Can the secondary general cargo load be adequately secured to the
primary vehicle or trailer that meets the restraint requirement for rail
transport?
Does the primary vehicle or trailer with a general cargo load fit within the
required rail clearance envelopes?
Is the cargo properly packaged, palletized and/or crated?
You can find approved weights of general cargo for specific vehicles, trailers and
equipment as secondary loads in Table 1 of the AAR OTLR, shown below. The listed
vehicles, trailers and equipment have been approved by successful rail impact testing
and their maximum payload weight, if applicable is also shown.
Table 1 of the AAR OTL (PLS=Palletized Load System)
Vehicle, Trailer or
Equipment
M870A1 trailer
M870A3 trailer

Approved General Cargo
Secondary Load Weight
No secondary payload
24,950 lbs
45,000 lbs (attached to prime
M871A3 trailer
mover)
67,200 lbs (attached to prime
M872A4 trailer
mover)
M1074A1, M1075A1 PLS 32,250 lbs (40 psi max
truck w/flatrack
concentration)
32,250 lbs (40 psi max
M1076 PLS trailer
concentration)
M1120 HEMTT truck
22,250 lbs (40 psi max
w/flatrack
concentration)
M984A4 HEMTT truck
No secondary payload
M1077 flatrack (empty
4 high on PLS truck;
5 high on PLS trailer
stacks)
M3 CROP flatrack (empty
6 high on PLS truck or PLS trailer
stacks)
Make sure that any secondary general cargo loads fall under the approved vehicle or
trailer payload capacity in the table above or contact Military Surface Deployment and
Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA) for help.
Here's some additional helpful tips from the AAR OTLR that deserve spotlighting:
Visit the AAR OTLR library and download relevant volumes of the AAR
OTLR manual HERE.
General cargo (palletized or crated cargo) must be restrained using
approved AAR restraint devices of appropriate size and strength
consisting of steel banding or chain assemblies that are properly marked.
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Rule 17 in Section 1 of AAR OTLR describes steel banding requirements.
Rule 21 describes chain requirements.
Only use polyester web strapping for vertical restraint. Floor line blocking
can be used on commercial flatcars. Note that nylon web strapping is not
approved by the AAR.
For restraint calculations, check the table in Rule 5.4.3 of Section 1 in the
AAR OTLR.
Always secure secondary general cargo directly to the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer. Never apply rail chains from secondary loads directly to
the railcar.
ISO Container Considerations
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) containers and PLS loads that
are secured by authorized locks are acceptable, if they meet rail route clearance
requirements and are within the acceptable payload rating of the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer.
You’ll need to make sure that whenever secondary cargo is a shelter or container that
all doors and hatches are properly secured. If not, equipment can slide out:

Ensure generator is properly pinned during rail transport

If the secondary cargo includes ammunition or explosives, then you’ll need to request
additional guidance from the Explosive Safety Engineering Division at the Defense
Ammunition Center HERE.
Small/Light Wheeled and Tracked Vehicles Need Testing
The AAR OTLR committee requires rail impact testing of vehicles and trailers
transported as secondary loads (only a few trailers have been tested and approved
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as secondary rail loads and this type of shipping, in general, is limited).
If a small vehicle is secured as a secondary load for highway transport, that doesn’t
mean it’s approved for rail transport. That’s because the amount of restraint needed
for CONUS rail transport is three times greater than highway transport.
It’s important to note that PLS flatracks aren’t designed to handle concentrated loads
of small vehicles and shouldn’t be used for secondary vehicle loads, unless tested
and specified in an AAR OTLR’s loading figure.
CONUS and OCONUS Rail Systems
There are major differences in the CONUS and OCONUS rail systems. This means
that secondary loads of certain vehicles could be allowed in Europe that wouldn’t be
allowed in the US.
The securing of all equipment and vehicles is more stringent for CONUS rail transport
than OCONUS. That’s because the US rail systems use automatic couplers to attach
railcars, which rely on individual railcars hitting other railcars at about four (4) mph to
couple them together. This impact-based system must be accounted for when
securing both primary and secondary loads. OCONUS rail systems manually couple
railcars together.
When a unit is returning to the US from an OCONUS deployment, the rail tiedowns of
loads should be reviewed based on CONUS rail requirements. If there’s be a
seamless transition to CONUS-based rail, then units should adhere to CONUS rail
requirements, even when loading from their OCONUS location.
General Tips for Vehicles Shipped as Secondary Loads
You’ll need to coordinate with the rail carriers to ensure that they will accept vehicles
as secondary loads. Likewise, you’ll need to contact the originating commercial rail
carrier to inspect and measure the secondary loads to verify they fit within the
required rail clearance “envelopes” for the desired rail routes.
Typically, any load that’s more than 11-ft wide or 11-ft tall will be checked by the
originating rail carrier. Keep in mind that even smaller vehicles that are properly
secured to cargo beds or trailers can create taller loads than you might expect.
WARNING - Vehicles as a secondary load must be secured with the correct size and
strength tiedowns and chains approved by the AAR OTLR. It’s common for cargo
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trucks and trailers not to have the proper tiedowns or chains for rail load
requirements.
The same directional restraint requirements from Rule 5.3.1 of Section 1 in AAR
OTLR apply to vehicles as a secondary load. Also:
Restraints (chains) cannot contact any part of the vehicle except for the
tiedowns (shackles or provisions) on the primary vehicle and trailer. That
ensures the chains can be tightened to keep the secondary vehicle from
buckling or breaking off during rail transport.
The primary and the secondary vehicles must have properly inflated tires.
Final Guidance
What if you don’t have access to the AAR’s OTLR manual, can’t find your specific
vehicle or trailer in it or you just have questions and need more info? Contact the
SDDC TEA at:
usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.tea@mail.mil
You’ll also find many useful resources on the SDDC TEA website HERE.
If you have petroleum and water assets, there’s helpful info for railcar operations
planning and safety in the Petroleum and Water Organizations, Equipment Petroleum
Platoon Leader, Rail Car Operations, and Unit Movements Smart Book (May 22).
Grab your CAC and get it HERE.
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M88A2 Recovery Vehicle: Can a
Tension Dynamometer Be Used for
Load Testing?
/ Published June 8, 2022

Photo by Keith Hayes

Dear Editor,
Logistics assistance representatives (LARs) often receive questions about whether a
tension dynamometer can be used instead of stacked weight or another type of load
when load testing the M88A2 recovery vehicle.
In short: No!
When used for a load test, the tension dynamometer is attached to one end of the
lifting device and the other end to a fixed object that is usually anchored to ground.
This won’t produce an accurate load test because it only measures tension but not
droop.
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The only authorized load test procedures for the M88A2 are listed in TM 9-2350-29223-5 (May 22) and TM 9-2350-292-23-6 (May 22).
Timothy Blair
Ft Hood, TX
Editor’s note: Thanks for the great info, sir!
Maintainers, make sure you follow the load testing procedures exactly as outlined in
the TM.
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M88A2 Recovery Vehicle: New SemiAnnual Service Kit
/ Published June 16, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. True Thao

Mechanics, there’s a new semi-annual service kit for the M88A2 recovery vehicle.
Order it with NSN 4910-01-698-9195. This replaces the previous kit, NSN 2520-01494-6558.
If a unit has or receives an old service kit, it can still be used. Just be sure to order a
mechanic’s side transmission filter kit, NSN 4330-01-690-4514. Dispose of the old
filter kit like it says in TACOM Ground Safety Action Message 22-005. Read the
message HERE. You’ll need your CAC for access.
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M1070A1 HET: Two Versions of 5th
Wheel Assembly
/ Published June 21, 2022

Photo by 1st Lt. Janeen Phelps

Units, keep in mind that there are two versions of the M1070A1 HET 5th wheel
assembly, NSN 2510-01-599-8628.
One version, PN 4379763, has a top plate that requires grease for lubrication. The
other version, PN 3875296, uses a top plate with Teflon inserts that doesn’t require
any lubrication.
Both versions of the 5th wheel assembly are functionally the same and either can be
used on the M1070A1 HET.
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M119A3 Towed Howitzer: New -23 TM
Will Replace -24 TM
/ Published June 23, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Christopher Stewart

Crewmen and mechanics, here’s a heads up that TM 9-1015-260-23 for the M119A3
towed howitzer TM is set to be published in summer of 2022 and will include some
updated maintenance information. The -23 will replace TM 9-1015-260-24 (May 13,
w/Ch1, Jan 15).
Here are some highlights of what to look out for:
Inclusion of the fixed recoil system that all M119A3s have had since 2019.
Related to that, references to the old variable recoil system are being
removed.
PMCS checks added for the flow control valve and the replenisher, both
of which are part of the fixed recoil system. This includes opening the
cover on the side of the replenisher and checking for rust.
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Addition of troubleshooting procedures for the flow control valve. If the
valve is blocked, the cannon could hang out of battery on counter recoil. If
the flow control valve isn't restricting fluid flow, as it is designed to do, the
cannon could potentially slam into the battery during counter recoil.
Note that the PMCS section in the upcoming -23 TM will be much smaller than the
one in the -24 TM due to so many of the prior checks being variable recoil-related and
thus no longer applicable to the M119A3.
Also, several of the PMCS steps in the outgoing -24 TM are already covered in the
-10 TM, so they won’t be added to the -23 TM.
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Ground Vehicles: Don’t Use Tire Shine
Products
/ Published June 24, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Adriana Diaz-Brown

Operators, we warned you about using tire shine products in our story on Page 15 of
PS 791 (Oct 18). Sure, you want your ride to sparkle; however, using tire shine
products to get that sparkle isn’t authorized. That’s because tire shine totally
contradicts camouflage.
Think about it. What good is a vehicle’s camouflaged paint scheme if reflections from
the shiny tires can be seen miles away? Even worse, tire shine products don’t protect
tires and may even degrade rubber. Certain tire shine products contain
petrochemicals and silicones that can break down the rubber and the protective
substances in the tires.
Tips to Protect Tires
Seriously, if you want your tires to look good and more importantly to last longer, then
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here’s what you need to do.
1. Always keep vehicle tires properly inflated.
2. Drive vehicles regularly to exercise the tires, which helps prevent them
from aging and cracking.
3. Wash the tires using only mild soap and water with a cloth or soft bristle
brush.
4. Never use chemical cleaners, especially petroleum-based cleaners. That’s
because they strip protective substances from tires and contribute to
cracking.
5. Limit the use of pressure washers and avoid steam cleaners. Both can
damage tires.

Proper tire inflation helps prevent aging
Photo by Staff Sgt. Adriana Diaz-Brown
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Construction

Ground Vehicles: Don’t go off the Rails
with Secondary Cargo Loads
/ Published June 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class James McGuire

On Pages 11-15 of PS 758 (Jan 16), we told you that when equipment, palletized
cargo or small vehicles are loaded onto or into the cargo areas of trucks or trailers
transported by rail, it’s called a secondary cargo load.
There’s little official guidance in the Association of American Railroads (AAR) Open
Top Loading Rules (OTLR) Manual (Aug 20) that covers these loads.
There’s also very limited guidance in the TEA Modal Instruction (MI) 19 Tiedown
Instructions for Rail Movements (Aug 21) specifically covering secondary loads.
That’s why properly restraining a secondary load is difficult and requires prior
planning. It’s important that planners use caution and are sure that rail carriers
approve secondary loads, prior to finalizing a rail loading plan.
Secondary loads that involve wheeled or tracked vehicles are NOT automatically
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approved. How are they approved? The load must successfully complete rail impact
testing. Once the test is successfully completed, the vehicle will be assigned a
loading figure in the AAR’s OTLR manual. The loading figure is a graphic display with
the info that’s required to properly load and secure that specific secondary load,
necessary equipment and any additional requirements. Here’s an example of a
loading figure:

Loading Fig 88H for M1000 HET

Considerations for Planning Secondary Cargo Loads for Rail Transport
Planning is the key to success. When it comes to the movement of secondary loads
consisting of general cargo, you’ll need to answer these five (5) questions:
Has the primary vehicle or trailer been tested and approved to carry a
payload (secondary cargo) for rail transport?
Does the secondary general cargo load fall within the approved payload
capacity of the cargo vehicle or trailer?
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Can the secondary general cargo load be adequately secured to the
primary vehicle or trailer that meets the restraint requirement for rail
transport?
Does the primary vehicle or trailer with a general cargo load fit within the
required rail clearance envelopes?
Is the cargo properly packaged, palletized and/or crated?
You can find approved weights of general cargo for specific vehicles, trailers and
equipment as secondary loads in Table 1 of the AAR OTLR, shown below. The listed
vehicles, trailers and equipment have been approved by successful rail impact testing
and their maximum payload weight, if applicable is also shown.
Table 1 of the AAR OTL (PLS=Palletized Load System)
Vehicle, Trailer or
Equipment
M870A1 trailer
M870A3 trailer

Approved General Cargo
Secondary Load Weight
No secondary payload
24,950 lbs
45,000 lbs (attached to prime
M871A3 trailer
mover)
67,200 lbs (attached to prime
M872A4 trailer
mover)
M1074A1, M1075A1 PLS 32,250 lbs (40 psi max
truck w/flatrack
concentration)
32,250 lbs (40 psi max
M1076 PLS trailer
concentration)
M1120 HEMTT truck
22,250 lbs (40 psi max
w/flatrack
concentration)
M984A4 HEMTT truck
No secondary payload
M1077 flatrack (empty
4 high on PLS truck;
5 high on PLS trailer
stacks)
M3 CROP flatrack (empty
6 high on PLS truck or PLS trailer
stacks)
Make sure that any secondary general cargo loads fall under the approved vehicle or
trailer payload capacity in the table above or contact Military Surface Deployment and
Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA) for help.
Here's some additional helpful tips from the AAR OTLR that deserve spotlighting:
Visit the AAR OTLR library and download relevant volumes of the AAR
OTLR manual HERE.
General cargo (palletized or crated cargo) must be restrained using
approved AAR restraint devices of appropriate size and strength
consisting of steel banding or chain assemblies that are properly marked.
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Rule 17 in Section 1 of AAR OTLR describes steel banding requirements.
Rule 21 describes chain requirements.
Only use polyester web strapping for vertical restraint. Floor line blocking
can be used on commercial flatcars. Note that nylon web strapping is not
approved by the AAR.
For restraint calculations, check the table in Rule 5.4.3 of Section 1 in the
AAR OTLR.
Always secure secondary general cargo directly to the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer. Never apply rail chains from secondary loads directly to
the railcar.
ISO Container Considerations
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) containers and PLS loads that
are secured by authorized locks are acceptable, if they meet rail route clearance
requirements and are within the acceptable payload rating of the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer.
You’ll need to make sure that whenever secondary cargo is a shelter or container that
all doors and hatches are properly secured. If not, equipment can slide out:

Ensure generator is properly pinned during rail transport

If the secondary cargo includes ammunition or explosives, then you’ll need to request
additional guidance from the Explosive Safety Engineering Division at the Defense
Ammunition Center HERE.
Small/Light Wheeled and Tracked Vehicles Need Testing
The AAR OTLR committee requires rail impact testing of vehicles and trailers
transported as secondary loads (only a few trailers have been tested and approved
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as secondary rail loads and this type of shipping, in general, is limited).
If a small vehicle is secured as a secondary load for highway transport, that doesn’t
mean it’s approved for rail transport. That’s because the amount of restraint needed
for CONUS rail transport is three times greater than highway transport.
It’s important to note that PLS flatracks aren’t designed to handle concentrated loads
of small vehicles and shouldn’t be used for secondary vehicle loads, unless tested
and specified in an AAR OTLR’s loading figure.
CONUS and OCONUS Rail Systems
There are major differences in the CONUS and OCONUS rail systems. This means
that secondary loads of certain vehicles could be allowed in Europe that wouldn’t be
allowed in the US.
The securing of all equipment and vehicles is more stringent for CONUS rail transport
than OCONUS. That’s because the US rail systems use automatic couplers to attach
railcars, which rely on individual railcars hitting other railcars at about four (4) mph to
couple them together. This impact-based system must be accounted for when
securing both primary and secondary loads. OCONUS rail systems manually couple
railcars together.
When a unit is returning to the US from an OCONUS deployment, the rail tiedowns of
loads should be reviewed based on CONUS rail requirements. If there’s be a
seamless transition to CONUS-based rail, then units should adhere to CONUS rail
requirements, even when loading from their OCONUS location.
General Tips for Vehicles Shipped as Secondary Loads
You’ll need to coordinate with the rail carriers to ensure that they will accept vehicles
as secondary loads. Likewise, you’ll need to contact the originating commercial rail
carrier to inspect and measure the secondary loads to verify they fit within the
required rail clearance “envelopes” for the desired rail routes.
Typically, any load that’s more than 11-ft wide or 11-ft tall will be checked by the
originating rail carrier. Keep in mind that even smaller vehicles that are properly
secured to cargo beds or trailers can create taller loads than you might expect.
WARNING - Vehicles as a secondary load must be secured with the correct size and
strength tiedowns and chains approved by the AAR OTLR. It’s common for cargo
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trucks and trailers not to have the proper tiedowns or chains for rail load
requirements.
The same directional restraint requirements from Rule 5.3.1 of Section 1 in AAR
OTLR apply to vehicles as a secondary load. Also:
Restraints (chains) cannot contact any part of the vehicle except for the
tiedowns (shackles or provisions) on the primary vehicle and trailer. That
ensures the chains can be tightened to keep the secondary vehicle from
buckling or breaking off during rail transport.
The primary and the secondary vehicles must have properly inflated tires.
Final Guidance
What if you don’t have access to the AAR’s OTLR manual, can’t find your specific
vehicle or trailer in it or you just have questions and need more info? Contact the
SDDC TEA at:
usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.tea@mail.mil
You’ll also find many useful resources on the SDDC TEA website HERE.
If you have petroleum and water assets, there’s helpful info for railcar operations
planning and safety in the Petroleum and Water Organizations, Equipment Petroleum
Platoon Leader, Rail Car Operations, and Unit Movements Smart Book (May 22).
Grab your CAC and get it HERE.
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Ground Vehicles: Don’t Use Tire Shine
Products
/ Published June 24, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Adriana Diaz-Brown

Operators, we warned you about using tire shine products in our story on Page 15 of
PS 791 (Oct 18). Sure, you want your ride to sparkle; however, using tire shine
products to get that sparkle isn’t authorized. That’s because tire shine totally
contradicts camouflage.
Think about it. What good is a vehicle’s camouflaged paint scheme if reflections from
the shiny tires can be seen miles away? Even worse, tire shine products don’t protect
tires and may even degrade rubber. Certain tire shine products contain
petrochemicals and silicones that can break down the rubber and the protective
substances in the tires.
Tips to Protect Tires
Seriously, if you want your tires to look good and more importantly to last longer, then
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here’s what you need to do.
1. Always keep vehicle tires properly inflated.
2. Drive vehicles regularly to exercise the tires, which helps prevent them
from aging and cracking.
3. Wash the tires using only mild soap and water with a cloth or soft bristle
brush.
4. Never use chemical cleaners, especially petroleum-based cleaners. That’s
because they strip protective substances from tires and contribute to
cracking.
5. Limit the use of pressure washers and avoid steam cleaners. Both can
damage tires.

Proper tire inflation helps prevent aging
Photo by Staff Sgt. Adriana Diaz-Brown
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TWPS: RO Pump NSN
/ Published June 29, 2022

Photo by 2nd Lt. Stephanie Leguizamon

Get the reverse osmosis pump for the tactical water purification system (TWPS) using
NSN 4320-01-531-1844.
This NSN replaces the parts info shown in Item 1 of Fig 42 in TM 10-4610-309-23P
(May 08).
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Commo/Electronics

Publications: ACES TM Updated
/ Published June 3, 2022

Photo by Rick Scavetta

Here’s an important update: TM 11-7010-685-10 (May 22) replaces TM 11-7010-66610 (Aug 18). The new TM covers the general Automated Communications
Engineering Software (ACES) computer set. The set is AN/GYK-33F, NSN 7010-01659-2718.
This TM is restricted so you’ll need your CAC to access it. Search for the TM HERE.
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Radars: Inspect Rear Leveling Leg
Mounts
/ Published June 13, 2022

Photo by Capt. Patrick Montandon

AN/TPQ-53(V) radar system operators and maintainers, you had more than 30 days
since receipt of CECOM MA-22-03002, dated 4 Jan 2022, to inspect your systems for
possible weld cracks. If that didn’t happen, do it NOW. You’ll then have to do it every
six months thereafter unless a stabilizing modification kit is applied.
Here’s some background and further details:
Product Manager Multi-Mission Surveillance Systems (PdM M2S2) is fielding various
versions of Counter-fire Target Acquisition Radars AN/TPQ-53 (V). These include:
AN/TPQ-53(V) 1, NSN 5840-01-601-7155
AN/TPQ-53(V) 2, NSN 5840-01-687-2235
AN/TPQ-53(V) 3, NSN 5840-01-690-5413
AN/TPQ-53(V) 4, NSN 5840-01-690-5476
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AN/TPQ-53 A (V) 1, NSN 5840-01-676-1540
and AN/TPQ-53 A (V) 3, NSN 5840-01-690-5439.
The LIN for these radar systems is R05016.
Some radar systems have been found to have weld cracks near the rear leveling
legs. The cracks were found on either one or both sides of the stationary platform
electronics subsystem (SPES) rear leveling leg mount gusset welds. Analysis
indicates that cracks are in a high stress area and may worsen through continued use
of the AN/TPQ-53(V) system on both even and uneven terrain.

A stabilizing modification kit that includes shims, bracket and mounting hardware will
be provided to units. Once available, the brackets in the kit are applied by PdM M2S2
or Lockheed. These brackets will reduce the excessive stress that causes the crack
to spread. Six-month inspections are not required after the stabilizing mod kit is
installed.
The kits will be distributed to units based on priority. Report your weld crack status to
PdM M2S2 according to CECOM MA-22-03002 in order to prioritize your system. If
you fail to complete the required inspections and actions, it may result in a
catastrophic failure of the leveling system, causing the AN/TPQ(V) systems to be
non-mission capable.
For detailed inspection instructions with more photos, including POCs, see the
complete CECOM-MA-22-03002 (CAC required) HERE.
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AN/TPQ-53 Radar System: Right
Grease Protects Leveling Legs
/ Published June 29, 2022

Courtesy photo

Dear Editor,
All grease is not the same!
As an AMC Sensor LAR, I have seen some issues in the field with the AN/TPQ-53
radar system. The huge leveling legs used to stabilize the radar system have
common Zerk grease fittings, but sometimes the wrong grease is used to lubricate
these legs. If the incorrect grease is used, the leveling legs may bind or lock up and
burn out the electric motors that extend and retract the leveling legs.
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Use correct grease for AN/TPQ-53 radar system

The correct grease is NSN 9150-01-197-7689 (GAA Grease, General Automotive and
Artillery Grease). I strongly encourage units to make stickers with this specific
lubricant information and place them near the Zerk grease fittings and make a note in
each radar’s log book to make sure that the correct lubricant is used at every service
interval.
Gregory Janeczek
Ft Stewart, GA
Editor’s note: Thanks for pointing the way to keep radar PMCS on track.
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H2F

H2F: One-Stop Shop on ATN
/ Published June 2, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Mahsima Alkamooneh

You’ll find current Army Holistic Health and Fitness (H2F) training resources, including
fitness training tests for the Occupational Physical Assessment Test (OPAT) and Army
Combat Fitness Test (ACFT), in a one-stop shop online.
Resources include lesson plans, individual tasks, slide presentations, student
handouts and more.
Visit the Army Training Network (ATN) HERE. You’ll need your CAC for access.
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Logistics Management

Maintenance Management: The Rise of
IADS
/ Published June 9, 2022

Photo by Lisa Simunaci

Interactive Authoring and Display Software (IADS) is on the way to eliminate paper
technical manuals (TMs) and the need to upload electronic technical manual (ETM)
revisions from CDs to give Soldiers a digital, interactive TM to use in the field.
Using IADS allows maintainers to get accurate, more affordable TMs faster. IADS
also offers:
Improved search capabilities.
The ability to link safety messages.
Tabbed interfaces to enhance ease of use.
The Military Standard (MIL-STD) common look and feel.
Equipment specific configurations and data filtering.
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The Repair Parts & Special Tools List (RPSTL) with the ability to request
parts.
Multimedia integration.
Electronic DA Form 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications and
Blank Forms (Jun 18) submissions.
The arrival of IADS to the field is closer than you think. The Army Materiel Command
(AMC) Logistics Data Analysis Center (LDAC) is working with the equipment
publications offices of AMCOM, CECOM and TACOM to convert every current ETM
into the IADS format. The projected completion date is early 2024.
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Ground Vehicles: Drive Like Your Life
Depends on It!
/ Published June 10, 2022

Photo courtesy of USACRC

Warfighters, MSG Half-Mast requests you huddle up with your fellow Soldiers and
remind them that driving tactical/ground vehicles is serious business. Just how
serious is it?
A Government Accountability Office (GAO) report from July 2021 found 123 service
members died in non-combat-related accidents between FY10 and FY19. Sadly,
we’re seeing this trend continue.
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The GAO report identified the three most common causes of tactical driving
accidents:
Driver inattentiveness
Lapses in supervision
Lack of training
Driver Inattentiveness
When operating a tactical vehicle, your attention must be focused on that vehicle at
all times — not thinking about what you’re doing over the weekend or what sounds
good for lunch! Watch the road, glance at your gauges occasionally to make sure
your speed is right and focus your attention on the road ahead. Keep an eye out for
changing road conditions like hills and downgrades, obstacles, curves and other
vehicles.
Co-drivers and occupants in a tactical vehicle should sound off if they notice a driver
operating a vehicle at excessive speed or not paying attention to the road. It could
save everyone’s life.
Seat belt use is not an option. It’s not just the responsibility of leadership to ensure
100% seat belt and restraint use in tactical vehicles, it’s everyone’s responsibility.
Given the size and weight of today’s Army and Marine Corps tactical vehicles, the risk
of rollover and rollover fatalities has never been greater. In the event of a vehicle
rollover, your seat belts and restraints, along with engaged safety latches, are your
first line of defense to prevent major injuries. Using them correctly can save your life.
Not using them correctly is simply not an option.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Since FY18, no Soldier that was correctly using a properly
functioning restraint system has died in a tactical vehicle mishap.
Driving on a nice, sunny day on a smooth surface is about as easy as it gets, right?
However, we all know the mission often has us driving in less than optimal conditions.
What about driving on the range during a hard rain on muddy tank trails? What about
driving at night while it’s snowing or driving down steep mountain roads in three feet
of snow?
Let’s talk about unimproved roads. Why? Because they can be challenging in good or
bad weather for even an experienced driver. In wet weather, they tend to be slippery
and deep ruts or holes can be hidden under puddles. In dry weather they can create a
dust hazard, especially when following behind another vehicle or in a convoy. This
means potentially losing sight of other vehicles or the taillights and stoplights of the
vehicle in front of you.
Those are just a few conditions you’ll likely face when driving tactical vehicles, and
you’ll need to be focused and ready to tackle them confidently and safely. For some
great driving tips, look at Tactical Vehicles: Don’t Make Winter Driving a Chilling
Experience. The article isn’t just about winter driving. It also covers braking and the
various types of brakes and how best to utilize them.
Lapses in Supervision
Leaders, you’ll need to validate your unit’s driver training program to make sure you’re
following the guidance in AR 600-55, The Army Driver and Operator Standardization
Program (Selection, Training, Testing, and Licensing) (Sep 19).
It’s critical that leaders employ risk management for all missions. This means realtime risk management even for “routine” missions that involve operating tactical
vehicles, even under the best conditions. More often than not, it’s the “routine”
missions where complacency sets in, which only leads to trouble.
To help your Soldiers become more confident and safer when driving tactical vehicles,
ensure you certify junior leaders to conduct troop leading procedures (TLPs). Junior
leaders may themselves be rather inexperienced when it comes to safe driving.
Leaders need to rigorously train their junior leaders, hold them to high standards and,
in turn, ensure they hold their Soldiers to high standards.
Make sure junior leaders know how to plan vehicular movements and how to lead
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rehearsals. It’s also critical they know how to conduct pre-combat checks (PCCs) and
pre-combat inspections (PCIs).
Lack of Training
Unit leadership should routinely check the health of their driver training program to
ensure they’re following the guidance and standardization of training, testing and
licensing covered in AR 600-55.
Don’t forget the US Army Combat Readiness Center (USACRC) developed a driver’s
toolbox to assist in the management of driver training. To access the toolbox, have
your CAC handy and go HERE.
While it’s important to have junior leaders know how to conduct PCCs and PCIs, it’s
also important for tactical vehicle drivers to know these procedures.
Make sure your drivers are actively participating in rehearsals and cover risk
management with them. Ask your driver questions like, “What are some risks you’ll
face while driving during the FTX next month?” or “This is your first time driving the
FMTV with a trailer; do you have any concerns and how can you address them
properly?”
Take the time to make sure your drivers are trained on these areas and revisit them in
training regularly:
Ground guiding (during day and night operations). Watch the USACRC
ground guide video.
Pulling or towing other vehicles and trailers
The impact payload has on vehicle center of gravity
Rollover risk
Weather conditions and how they impact road surfaces
Braking (different types of brakes and how to use them)
Speed awareness and control
Lack of Tactical Driving Experience
Leaders, there’s another factor that plays a major part in tactical driving accidents:
lack of time behind the wheel. Getting an opportunity to drive a vehicle once or twice
a year for a field exercise is simply not enough.
Leadership has the responsibility to ensure Soldiers get an adequate amount of driver
experience. Increasing their exposure to operating tactical equipment will increase
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their confidence. Maximizing preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS)
efforts by exercising equipment is another way to get behind-the-wheel exposure for
inexperienced drivers. It has the added benefit of assisting them in becoming more
familiar with PMCS.
Here are some additional links to help with tactical driving safety:
PS Offers Retro PM & Safety Posters
FMTV A1P2: Always Engage Combat (Safety) Latches
Up-Armored HMMWV: Inspect Seat Belt Assemblies
MRAP: Learn Your Rollover Lesson
HMMWV: Driver Training and Safety
HMMWV: Taking Measures to Reduce the Risk of Rollover Accidents
Ground Guide Posters (L)
Ground Guide Posters (R)
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MSD-V4: How to Perform Initial Login
/ Published June 13, 2022

Courtesy Photo
It’s finally time to use the newly fielded Maintenance Support Device Version 4 (MSDV4) and you have questions. How do I log into the system? Where do I go for help if
needed?
You’ll definitely need the assistance of your unit Information Security Systems Officer
(ISSO). If your organization doesn’t have an ISSO, a person with similar
responsibilities should register for a CMTools account to access the latest updates for
the operating system and cyber compliance. The first thing the ISSO will need to do is
check CMTool for the default login for your MSD-V4. The CMTool repository also has
the latest releases of the software and firmware enhancements.
Once your account is set up, it’s time to fire up your new MSD. Here’s how:
Insert the MSD-V4’s battery into the device.
Attach the AC cable to supply power to the MSD-V4.
Turn on the MSD-V4. Press CTL-ALT-DEL to get started, and once you’ve
read the DoD warning click OK.
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When prompted, the ISSO should enter the temporary user name and
password credentials from: https://cmtool.army.mil/
Once the temporary credentials are entered, the ISSO or equivalent
presses the Enter key or clicks the forward button.
The MSD-V4 will prompt the ISSO or equivalent to create a new user
name and password. Once the credentials are created, they click OK.
The new password must be: 15 characters in length including a minimum
of two (2) uppercase letters, a minimum of two (2) lowercase letters, a
minimum of two (2) numbers and a minimum of two (2) special
characters.
Once an ISSO or equivalent has entered the new password, they click
Enter or click the forward arrow. After the reminder about resetting the
password every 60 days pops up, they click OK.
The initial admin login requires an ISSO or equivalent to activate the
operating system, so they’ll need to insert their CAC into the MSD-V4. In
the security pop-up window, they should select the bottom-most listed
email certification, enter the PIN and select OK.
If the activation fails on the first attempt, don’t worry. The ISSO or equivalent can reattempt activation using the Activation.ps1 script shortcut located on: C:
drive/Activation
Need a hand getting your newly fielded MSD-V4 operational? Call the MSD/ICE help
desk at (877) 564-1137.
Or send an email to them:
apats@redstone.army.mil
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PMCS: Get SWF’s New PMCS App
/ Published June 14, 2022
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The Army Software Factory (SWF) has released a new application aimed at helping
Soldiers conduct PMCS by providing easier access to technical manuals (TMs) and
an improved PMCS experience. The SWF worked with the Army Materiel Command
(AMC) to provide a way for Soldiers to securely authenticate and view TMs on a
personal smart phone or tablet.
This new tool is available to access now. Click HERE for a full-color, printable copy of
the instructions to register your smartphone with MobileConnect, establish an ICAM
password and access the PMCS app securely, with a one-time CAC card setup.
In the future, the SWF will add more PMCS tools to the app, to include up-to-date
equipment status and the ability to document faults identified during PMCS. The
SWF is also collaborating with PS Magazine to make our considerable amount of
PMCS knowledge available through the PMCS app. To read more about the
development of the app, click HERE.
Have questions? Email:
pmcs@swf.army.mil
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Publications: AR 70-12 Updated
/ Published June 16, 2022
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AR 70-12, Fuels and Lubricants (May 22), has been updated. It replaces the previous title,
Fuels and Lubricants Standardization Policy for Equipment Design, Operation, and Logistics
Support (Nov 15).
This regulation is important because it tells the user the order of precedence for fuels that
Army units can use in different engine types when they can’t get the required JP-8
(OCONUS) or F-24 (CONUS).
Download a copy of AR 70-12 HERE.
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Missiles

Patriot: Clear Window Before Radiating
/ Published June 23, 2022

Photo by Jason Cutshaw

Some Patriot operators need to pay more attention to the cautions and warnings in
WP 6194 of TM 9-1430-1600-14&P (Sep 21).
It’s important when erecting the shroud that the comparator window isn’t blocked.
Severe damage can happen if the shroud obstructs the radome.
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Damage resulting from radar shroud blocking the radome

During high winds, straps with spring-loaded clasps will loosen. It’s important to check
the straps and retighten them as needed. Make sure all straps are in place to prevent
damage.

Keep straps tight
Read and heed all cautions in WP 6194. They were specifically written in response to
damages caused by negligence or ignorance. Be smart and save your unit
unnecessary downtime and expense.
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Small Arms

M249 Machine Gun: Ejection Port
Covers Working Loose
/ Published June 27, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Ian Ives

Dear Editor,
After operators fire their M249 machine guns, they should take a minute and check
the ejection port cover pin to see if it’s coming loose. If unchecked, the pin will work its
way out, and they may lose the ejection port cover, ejection port cover spring and
ejection port cover pin.
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Ejection port cover pin secure and not secure in the receiver
A bent or damaged ejection port cover pin can stick out into the receiver and be in the
way of the gas rod and bolt carrier.

Ejection port cover pin worked out of slot in receiver
If operated like this, the bolt carrier, ejection port cover pin and spring can be
damaged. To prevent this damage, operators should tell the small arms repairer
there’s a problem and get it fixed before it causes greater damage to the weapon.
Mechanics will use a punch or screwdriver to push the pin back into the receiver hole.
This quick step will save the unit over $16 in replacement parts and keep weapons in
tip-top shape. That may not seem like a lot, but it can add up quickly and prevent
more serious problems costing even more.
Mark Haggith
David Ryback
Fred Fanning II
Ft Leonard Wood, MO
Editor’s note: Another good tip from Ft Leonard Wood. Thanks again.
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M17/M18 MHS: Takedown Safety Lever
Position Matters
/ Published June 27, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Mary Katzenberger

Some operators and maintainers treat M17 and M18 pistols like an M9 pistol. When
reassembling the M9, you would simply pull the slide back, rotate the takedown lever
and the pistol was good to go.
With the M17 and M18, it’s not that simple. If the slide isn’t locked to the rear, the
takedown safety lever will block the magazine well and stop you from loading a
magazine.
Here’s how it should work:

1. During disassembly, rotate the takedown lever clockwise. This pushes the
takedown safety lever to the rear, covering the magazine well slightly.
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2. During reassembly, lock the slide to the rear, then rotate the takedown
lever counterclockwise. This releases the takedown safety lever to its
original position.

Slide was locked to the rear
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Slide was not locked to the rear
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Soldier Support

Clothing: NSNs for ACU Chest Rank
Insignia
/ Published June 8, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Gabriel Rivera-Villanueva

Need to order Army combat uniform (ACU) chest rank? Take note of these NSN changes:

ARMY RANK INSIGNIA
GEN
LTG
MG
BG
COL
LTC
MAJ
CPT
1LT
2LT
CW5

Old NSN
845501-589-7799
01-589-7788
01-589-7776
01-589-7768
01-589-8032
01-589-8087
01-589-8134
01-589-8076
01-589-8158
01-589-8174
01-589-7174

New NSN
845501-645-0499
01-645-0679
01-645-0681
01-645-0682
01-645-0685
01-645-0682
01-645-0702
01-645-0690
01-645-0691
01-645-0704
01-645-0692
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CW4
CW3
CW2
W01
CSM
SGM
1SG
MSG
SFC
SSG
SGT
CPL
SPC
PFC
PVT

01-589-7164
01-589-7221
01-589-7219
01-589-7185
01-589-7756
01-589-7231
01-589-7035
01-589-7746
01-589-7646
01-589-7302
01-589-7310
01-589-7026
01-589-7292
01-589-7634
01-589-7627

01-645-0694
01-645-0695
01-645-0698
01-645-0700
01-645-1650
01-645-1644
01-645-1642
01-645-1638
01-645-1636
01-645-1633
01-645-1632
01-645-1630
01-645-1629
01-645-1628
01-645-0964

By the way, these are 3-color (operational camouflage pattern – OCP) fabric, 2”x2”
square with hook and loop fasteners.
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Soldier Support: Ordering MREs
/ Published June 10, 2022

Photo by Lance Cpl. Alex Fairchild

There’s a mistaken assumption that supply sergeants and property book officers
(PBOs) can order meals-ready-to-eat (MREs) in GCSS-Army whenever they want.
The fact is that ordering MREs in GCSS-A is only authorized when the unit is directed
by HQDA to do so and when a line of accounting for funding has been established.
Units must order and receive MREs in accordance with their
installation/state/command food program management office SOPs.
In addition, all MREs on hand must be inventoried monthly, and the balance-on-hand
must be updated in both the Army Food Management Information System (AFMIS)
and GCSS-Army.
For further guidance, see AR 30-22, Army Food Program (Jul 19) HERE.
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Publications: AR 70-12 Updated
/ Published June 16, 2022
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AR 70-12, Fuels and Lubricants (May 22), has been updated. It replaces the previous title,
Fuels and Lubricants Standardization Policy for Equipment Design, Operation, and Logistics
Support (Nov 15).
This regulation is important because it tells the user the order of precedence for fuels that
Army units can use in different engine types when they can’t get the required JP-8
(OCONUS) or F-24 (CONUS).
Download a copy of AR 70-12 HERE.
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PS Magazine milSuite Group Offers
Extras
/ Published June 16, 2022

Looking for even more PS information and insights? Look no further than our PS
Magazine group in milSuite. Here you can interact with us—as well as other readers
—and access documents that we’ve collected and recommended over the years.
For example, do you need parts for a specific generator? How do you get that
HMMWV’s new winter tire assembly? Or what about ordering those small arms blank
firing attachments? You’ll find the NSNs and part numbers you need here. Our goal is
to upload the most useful docs so you can access them easily and know where to
look for more in the future.
Another key benefit to our milSuite group is that because it’s behind the CAC firewall,
it enables us to share controlled unclassified information (CUI) documents we can’t
share on our public-facing website.
Got questions? Post them in our forum. Answers will come from the PS staff or
subject matter experts. It’s a great way to collaborate!
Join us HERE.
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Clothing: Unit Patches for OCP
Uniforms
/ Published June 17, 2022

Photo by Sgt. Aaliyah Craven

Looking for your unit’s shoulder sleeve insignia or rank for the operational camouflage pattern
(OCP) uniform?
The list of NSNs to help you order what you need HERE.
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TWPS: RO Pump NSN
/ Published June 29, 2022

Photo by 2nd Lt. Stephanie Leguizamon

Get the reverse osmosis pump for the tactical water purification system (TWPS) using
NSN 4320-01-531-1844.
This NSN replaces the parts info shown in Item 1 of Fig 42 in TM 10-4610-309-23P
(May 08).
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Tactical Vehicles

Ground Vehicles: Don’t go off the Rails
with Secondary Cargo Loads
/ Published June 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class James McGuire

On Pages 11-15 of PS 758 (Jan 16), we told you that when equipment, palletized
cargo or small vehicles are loaded onto or into the cargo areas of trucks or trailers
transported by rail, it’s called a secondary cargo load.
There’s little official guidance in the Association of American Railroads (AAR) Open
Top Loading Rules (OTLR) Manual (Aug 20) that covers these loads.
There’s also very limited guidance in the TEA Modal Instruction (MI) 19 Tiedown
Instructions for Rail Movements (Aug 21) specifically covering secondary loads.
That’s why properly restraining a secondary load is difficult and requires prior
planning. It’s important that planners use caution and are sure that rail carriers
approve secondary loads, prior to finalizing a rail loading plan.
Secondary loads that involve wheeled or tracked vehicles are NOT automatically
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approved. How are they approved? The load must successfully complete rail impact
testing. Once the test is successfully completed, the vehicle will be assigned a
loading figure in the AAR’s OTLR manual. The loading figure is a graphic display with
the info that’s required to properly load and secure that specific secondary load,
necessary equipment and any additional requirements. Here’s an example of a
loading figure:

Loading Fig 88H for M1000 HET

Considerations for Planning Secondary Cargo Loads for Rail Transport
Planning is the key to success. When it comes to the movement of secondary loads
consisting of general cargo, you’ll need to answer these five (5) questions:
Has the primary vehicle or trailer been tested and approved to carry a
payload (secondary cargo) for rail transport?
Does the secondary general cargo load fall within the approved payload
capacity of the cargo vehicle or trailer?
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Can the secondary general cargo load be adequately secured to the
primary vehicle or trailer that meets the restraint requirement for rail
transport?
Does the primary vehicle or trailer with a general cargo load fit within the
required rail clearance envelopes?
Is the cargo properly packaged, palletized and/or crated?
You can find approved weights of general cargo for specific vehicles, trailers and
equipment as secondary loads in Table 1 of the AAR OTLR, shown below. The listed
vehicles, trailers and equipment have been approved by successful rail impact testing
and their maximum payload weight, if applicable is also shown.
Table 1 of the AAR OTL (PLS=Palletized Load System)
Vehicle, Trailer or
Equipment
M870A1 trailer
M870A3 trailer

Approved General Cargo
Secondary Load Weight
No secondary payload
24,950 lbs
45,000 lbs (attached to prime
M871A3 trailer
mover)
67,200 lbs (attached to prime
M872A4 trailer
mover)
M1074A1, M1075A1 PLS 32,250 lbs (40 psi max
truck w/flatrack
concentration)
32,250 lbs (40 psi max
M1076 PLS trailer
concentration)
M1120 HEMTT truck
22,250 lbs (40 psi max
w/flatrack
concentration)
M984A4 HEMTT truck
No secondary payload
M1077 flatrack (empty
4 high on PLS truck;
5 high on PLS trailer
stacks)
M3 CROP flatrack (empty
6 high on PLS truck or PLS trailer
stacks)
Make sure that any secondary general cargo loads fall under the approved vehicle or
trailer payload capacity in the table above or contact Military Surface Deployment and
Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA) for help.
Here's some additional helpful tips from the AAR OTLR that deserve spotlighting:
Visit the AAR OTLR library and download relevant volumes of the AAR
OTLR manual HERE.
General cargo (palletized or crated cargo) must be restrained using
approved AAR restraint devices of appropriate size and strength
consisting of steel banding or chain assemblies that are properly marked.
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Rule 17 in Section 1 of AAR OTLR describes steel banding requirements.
Rule 21 describes chain requirements.
Only use polyester web strapping for vertical restraint. Floor line blocking
can be used on commercial flatcars. Note that nylon web strapping is not
approved by the AAR.
For restraint calculations, check the table in Rule 5.4.3 of Section 1 in the
AAR OTLR.
Always secure secondary general cargo directly to the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer. Never apply rail chains from secondary loads directly to
the railcar.
ISO Container Considerations
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) containers and PLS loads that
are secured by authorized locks are acceptable, if they meet rail route clearance
requirements and are within the acceptable payload rating of the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer.
You’ll need to make sure that whenever secondary cargo is a shelter or container that
all doors and hatches are properly secured. If not, equipment can slide out:

Ensure generator is properly pinned during rail transport

If the secondary cargo includes ammunition or explosives, then you’ll need to request
additional guidance from the Explosive Safety Engineering Division at the Defense
Ammunition Center HERE.
Small/Light Wheeled and Tracked Vehicles Need Testing
The AAR OTLR committee requires rail impact testing of vehicles and trailers
transported as secondary loads (only a few trailers have been tested and approved
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as secondary rail loads and this type of shipping, in general, is limited).
If a small vehicle is secured as a secondary load for highway transport, that doesn’t
mean it’s approved for rail transport. That’s because the amount of restraint needed
for CONUS rail transport is three times greater than highway transport.
It’s important to note that PLS flatracks aren’t designed to handle concentrated loads
of small vehicles and shouldn’t be used for secondary vehicle loads, unless tested
and specified in an AAR OTLR’s loading figure.
CONUS and OCONUS Rail Systems
There are major differences in the CONUS and OCONUS rail systems. This means
that secondary loads of certain vehicles could be allowed in Europe that wouldn’t be
allowed in the US.
The securing of all equipment and vehicles is more stringent for CONUS rail transport
than OCONUS. That’s because the US rail systems use automatic couplers to attach
railcars, which rely on individual railcars hitting other railcars at about four (4) mph to
couple them together. This impact-based system must be accounted for when
securing both primary and secondary loads. OCONUS rail systems manually couple
railcars together.
When a unit is returning to the US from an OCONUS deployment, the rail tiedowns of
loads should be reviewed based on CONUS rail requirements. If there’s be a
seamless transition to CONUS-based rail, then units should adhere to CONUS rail
requirements, even when loading from their OCONUS location.
General Tips for Vehicles Shipped as Secondary Loads
You’ll need to coordinate with the rail carriers to ensure that they will accept vehicles
as secondary loads. Likewise, you’ll need to contact the originating commercial rail
carrier to inspect and measure the secondary loads to verify they fit within the
required rail clearance “envelopes” for the desired rail routes.
Typically, any load that’s more than 11-ft wide or 11-ft tall will be checked by the
originating rail carrier. Keep in mind that even smaller vehicles that are properly
secured to cargo beds or trailers can create taller loads than you might expect.
WARNING - Vehicles as a secondary load must be secured with the correct size and
strength tiedowns and chains approved by the AAR OTLR. It’s common for cargo
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trucks and trailers not to have the proper tiedowns or chains for rail load
requirements.
The same directional restraint requirements from Rule 5.3.1 of Section 1 in AAR
OTLR apply to vehicles as a secondary load. Also:
Restraints (chains) cannot contact any part of the vehicle except for the
tiedowns (shackles or provisions) on the primary vehicle and trailer. That
ensures the chains can be tightened to keep the secondary vehicle from
buckling or breaking off during rail transport.
The primary and the secondary vehicles must have properly inflated tires.
Final Guidance
What if you don’t have access to the AAR’s OTLR manual, can’t find your specific
vehicle or trailer in it or you just have questions and need more info? Contact the
SDDC TEA at:
usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.tea@mail.mil
You’ll also find many useful resources on the SDDC TEA website HERE.
If you have petroleum and water assets, there’s helpful info for railcar operations
planning and safety in the Petroleum and Water Organizations, Equipment Petroleum
Platoon Leader, Rail Car Operations, and Unit Movements Smart Book (May 22).
Grab your CAC and get it HERE.
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HMMWV: New Winter Tire Assembly
/ Published June 8, 2022

Photo courtesy of DEVCOM

Warfighters, a few months ago we let you know the Army was testing the KO2 winter
tires. They have a three-peak mountain snowflake (3PMSF) rating, which means
they’re considered severe-snow-service-rated.
Here’s some good news! The new winter tire assembly testing was successfully
completed in mid-April.
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HMMWV testing winter tires

Here’s some even better news! You can get the HMMWV winter tire assembly with
the NSN provided and don't forget your CAC, click HERE.* The assembly includes
wheel, runflat and tire. By the way, it’s ready to go right of the box because all you
need to do is add proper air pressure to the tire.
You’ll want to make sure that if you plan on ordering them for next winter, ordering
them sooner, rather than later, is recommended.
* Due to security classification guidance from PEO CS/CSS, most HMMWV NSNs are CUI; thus, the need to
place them behind the CAC firewall.
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FMTV A1P2: Always Engage Combat
(Safety) Latches
/ Published April 29, 2022
Reading and heeding this article will prevent damage to equipment and,
more importantly, avoid injury or death.

Photo courtesy of UTAP

Warfighters, according to TACOM ground safety action message (GSAM) 22-010, a
recent accident investigation discovered there’s some confusion in units as to when to
engage combat latches on up-armored FMTVs.
Bottom line: Always use the combat latches even in non-combat environments!
Failure to do so may result in injury or death of personnel and damage to equipment.
However, to alleviate the confusion, TACOM is replacing the name “combat latches”
with “safety latches” in all FMTV A1P2 TMs. Additionally, the words “for combat” will
be removed from Table 1 of WP 00009 in all FMTV A1P2 -10 TMs.
List of FMTV A1P2 TMs
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TM 9-2320-334-10-1 (Nov 18)
TM 9-2320-334-10-2 (Nov 18)
TM 9-2320-332-10-1 (Sep 19)
TM 9-2320-332-10-2 (Sep 19)
TM 9-2320-337-10-1 (Sep 19)
TM 9-2320-337-10-2 (Sep 19)
TM 9-2320-333-10-1 (Sep 19)
TM 9-2320-333-10-2 (Sep 19)
TM 9-2320-333-23&P (Jun 19)
Also, TMs will state “MUST BE LATCHED” anytime the vehicle is in use for all uparmored FMTVs. That’s because when the latches are engaged, they keep the heavy
armored doors closed in the event of an accident, like a rollover for example.
These TM revisions should be completed by the 4th quarter of 2023.
To read the entire GSAM, grab your CAC and go HERE.
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M1117 ASV, M1200 AK: Say Goodbye.
It’s Turn-in Time!
/ Published May 4, 2022

Courtesy photo

Maintenance leaders, the Army added the M1117 armored security vehicle (ASV) to
the Master Divestiture List (MDL) in April 2019. ASVs have been replaced with the MATV. That means as of September 2021, all ASVs are considered excess, and should
be directed for turn-in to Sierra Army Depot (SIAD) RIC: B2F, DODAAC: W62G2X.
The M1200 armored knight (AK) has also been added to the MDL for full divestiture
by the close of FY 22 and turn-ins will be directed to SIAD as well.
For more info concerning turn-in for either vehicle, contact Joe Boca at:
joseph.t.boca2.civ@army.mil
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M969A3 Fuel Tanker: TM Lists Wrong
NSN for Shutoff Valves
/ Published May 5, 2022

Photo courtesy of TACOM

Refuelers, Item 1 in Fig 107 of TM 9-2330-330-23P (Dec 15) lists the incorrect NSN
for the shutoff valves for the retail hose reels. They’re shown as R and P in Item 1, Fig
107 below.

Item 1, Fig 107

NSN 4810-01-355-4678 is incorrect. To get the shutoff valves for your M969A3 5K
fuel tankers, use NSN 4820-01-504-7434 and make a note until the TM is updated.
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HEMTT A4: NSN for Headlamp
/ Published May 6, 2022

Photo courtesy of UTAP

Mechanics, need a headlamp (headlight) for your HEMTT A4 truck?
Don’t look on the headlamp for the NSN. That’s because the NSN that’s stamped on
it may not be the correct one to use for ordering.
To get a headlamp listed as Item 6 in Fig 62 of TM 9-2320-326-13&P (Sep 20), use
NSN 6220-01-616-1079. It’s priced at $116.
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M149A2 Water Buffalo: Master Cylinder
NSN
/ Published May 24, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Matthew Keeler

Order a replacement master cylinder for the M149A2 water buffalo trailer with NSN
2530-01-339-8620. This NSN replaces terminal NSN 2530-00-204-4800, shown as
Item 4 in Fig 7 of TM 9-2330-267-13&P (Dec 15).
Also, this replacement master cylinder applies to these trailer models: M103A2,
M796, M979, M1061, M106A1 and M1073.
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M871 Semitrailer: Drill Drain Holes in
Storage Boxes
/ Published May 24, 2022

Photo by Staff Sgt. Jeff Hansen

Dear Editor,
We support a transportation unit with 120 semitrailers. The semitrailers carry a
mounted storage box that holds all the BII tools, chains and binding equipment. The
storage box costs about $680 and the stored equipment about $1,000.
We’ve noticed that the box door holds water, which causes it to rust and break off. So,
units have started drilling holes in the bottom of the doors on all semitrailer storage
boxes to let the water drain.
The fix really works! The drain holes definitely help reduce corrosion in areas inside of
the storage boxes where water pools and sits for long periods of time.
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There’s another benefit. The holes also allow better air circulation inside the storage
boxes, which is good for the stored equipment, too.
SFC Erick Villeda
FL ARNG
Editor’s note: Thanks for your tip! TACOM engineers recommend drilling four 1-in
diameter holes near each corner at the bottom shelf of the storage box. That way, if
the semitrailer is parked on uneven ground, the water will still drain to the nearest
hole.
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M969A3 Fuel Tanker: Fuel/Water
Separator Bottom Gasket NSN Update
/ Published May 24, 2022

Photo by Timothy Hale

Mechanics, Item 1 in Fig 91 of TM 9-2330-330-23P (Dec 15) lists the wrong NSN and
part number for the fuel/water separator bottom gasket that’s part of the drain valve
assembly in M969A3 fuel tankers.
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Drain valve assembly gasket shown in TM as Item 1 of Fig 91

To get the fuel/water separator bottom gasket, order using NSN 5330-01-398-8738
and PN 13228E1772-2. Make a note until the TM is updated.
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FMTV: Junction Box NSN
/ Published May 25, 2022

Photo by Capt. Joseph Warren

Order a programmed junction box for the FMTV with NSN 5940-99-216-7389. This
NSN replaces the parts info shown as Item 4 in Fig 1369.5 of TM 9-2320-333-23&P
(Jun 19).
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Ground Vehicles: Don’t go off the Rails
with Secondary Cargo Loads
/ Published June 6, 2022

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class James McGuire

On Pages 11-15 of PS 758 (Jan 16), we told you that when equipment, palletized
cargo or small vehicles are loaded onto or into the cargo areas of trucks or trailers
transported by rail, it’s called a secondary cargo load.
There’s little official guidance in the Association of American Railroads (AAR) Open
Top Loading Rules (OTLR) Manual (Aug 20) that covers these loads.
There’s also very limited guidance in the TEA Modal Instruction (MI) 19 Tiedown
Instructions for Rail Movements (Aug 21) specifically covering secondary loads.
That’s why properly restraining a secondary load is difficult and requires prior
planning. It’s important that planners use caution and are sure that rail carriers
approve secondary loads, prior to finalizing a rail loading plan.
Secondary loads that involve wheeled or tracked vehicles are NOT automatically
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approved. How are they approved? The load must successfully complete rail impact
testing. Once the test is successfully completed, the vehicle will be assigned a
loading figure in the AAR’s OTLR manual. The loading figure is a graphic display with
the info that’s required to properly load and secure that specific secondary load,
necessary equipment and any additional requirements. Here’s an example of a
loading figure:

Loading Fig 88H for M1000 HET

Considerations for Planning Secondary Cargo Loads for Rail Transport
Planning is the key to success. When it comes to the movement of secondary loads
consisting of general cargo, you’ll need to answer these five (5) questions:
Has the primary vehicle or trailer been tested and approved to carry a
payload (secondary cargo) for rail transport?
Does the secondary general cargo load fall within the approved payload
capacity of the cargo vehicle or trailer?
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Can the secondary general cargo load be adequately secured to the
primary vehicle or trailer that meets the restraint requirement for rail
transport?
Does the primary vehicle or trailer with a general cargo load fit within the
required rail clearance envelopes?
Is the cargo properly packaged, palletized and/or crated?
You can find approved weights of general cargo for specific vehicles, trailers and
equipment as secondary loads in Table 1 of the AAR OTLR, shown below. The listed
vehicles, trailers and equipment have been approved by successful rail impact testing
and their maximum payload weight, if applicable is also shown.
Table 1 of the AAR OTL (PLS=Palletized Load System)
Vehicle, Trailer or
Equipment
M870A1 trailer
M870A3 trailer

Approved General Cargo
Secondary Load Weight
No secondary payload
24,950 lbs
45,000 lbs (attached to prime
M871A3 trailer
mover)
67,200 lbs (attached to prime
M872A4 trailer
mover)
M1074A1, M1075A1 PLS 32,250 lbs (40 psi max
truck w/flatrack
concentration)
32,250 lbs (40 psi max
M1076 PLS trailer
concentration)
M1120 HEMTT truck
22,250 lbs (40 psi max
w/flatrack
concentration)
M984A4 HEMTT truck
No secondary payload
M1077 flatrack (empty
4 high on PLS truck;
5 high on PLS trailer
stacks)
M3 CROP flatrack (empty
6 high on PLS truck or PLS trailer
stacks)
Make sure that any secondary general cargo loads fall under the approved vehicle or
trailer payload capacity in the table above or contact Military Surface Deployment and
Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA) for help.
Here's some additional helpful tips from the AAR OTLR that deserve spotlighting:
Visit the AAR OTLR library and download relevant volumes of the AAR
OTLR manual HERE.
General cargo (palletized or crated cargo) must be restrained using
approved AAR restraint devices of appropriate size and strength
consisting of steel banding or chain assemblies that are properly marked.
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Rule 17 in Section 1 of AAR OTLR describes steel banding requirements.
Rule 21 describes chain requirements.
Only use polyester web strapping for vertical restraint. Floor line blocking
can be used on commercial flatcars. Note that nylon web strapping is not
approved by the AAR.
For restraint calculations, check the table in Rule 5.4.3 of Section 1 in the
AAR OTLR.
Always secure secondary general cargo directly to the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer. Never apply rail chains from secondary loads directly to
the railcar.
ISO Container Considerations
ISO (International Organization for Standardization) containers and PLS loads that
are secured by authorized locks are acceptable, if they meet rail route clearance
requirements and are within the acceptable payload rating of the primary cargo
vehicle or trailer.
You’ll need to make sure that whenever secondary cargo is a shelter or container that
all doors and hatches are properly secured. If not, equipment can slide out:

Ensure generator is properly pinned during rail transport

If the secondary cargo includes ammunition or explosives, then you’ll need to request
additional guidance from the Explosive Safety Engineering Division at the Defense
Ammunition Center HERE.
Small/Light Wheeled and Tracked Vehicles Need Testing
The AAR OTLR committee requires rail impact testing of vehicles and trailers
transported as secondary loads (only a few trailers have been tested and approved
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as secondary rail loads and this type of shipping, in general, is limited).
If a small vehicle is secured as a secondary load for highway transport, that doesn’t
mean it’s approved for rail transport. That’s because the amount of restraint needed
for CONUS rail transport is three times greater than highway transport.
It’s important to note that PLS flatracks aren’t designed to handle concentrated loads
of small vehicles and shouldn’t be used for secondary vehicle loads, unless tested
and specified in an AAR OTLR’s loading figure.
CONUS and OCONUS Rail Systems
There are major differences in the CONUS and OCONUS rail systems. This means
that secondary loads of certain vehicles could be allowed in Europe that wouldn’t be
allowed in the US.
The securing of all equipment and vehicles is more stringent for CONUS rail transport
than OCONUS. That’s because the US rail systems use automatic couplers to attach
railcars, which rely on individual railcars hitting other railcars at about four (4) mph to
couple them together. This impact-based system must be accounted for when
securing both primary and secondary loads. OCONUS rail systems manually couple
railcars together.
When a unit is returning to the US from an OCONUS deployment, the rail tiedowns of
loads should be reviewed based on CONUS rail requirements. If there’s be a
seamless transition to CONUS-based rail, then units should adhere to CONUS rail
requirements, even when loading from their OCONUS location.
General Tips for Vehicles Shipped as Secondary Loads
You’ll need to coordinate with the rail carriers to ensure that they will accept vehicles
as secondary loads. Likewise, you’ll need to contact the originating commercial rail
carrier to inspect and measure the secondary loads to verify they fit within the
required rail clearance “envelopes” for the desired rail routes.
Typically, any load that’s more than 11-ft wide or 11-ft tall will be checked by the
originating rail carrier. Keep in mind that even smaller vehicles that are properly
secured to cargo beds or trailers can create taller loads than you might expect.
WARNING - Vehicles as a secondary load must be secured with the correct size and
strength tiedowns and chains approved by the AAR OTLR. It’s common for cargo
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trucks and trailers not to have the proper tiedowns or chains for rail load
requirements.
The same directional restraint requirements from Rule 5.3.1 of Section 1 in AAR
OTLR apply to vehicles as a secondary load. Also:
Restraints (chains) cannot contact any part of the vehicle except for the
tiedowns (shackles or provisions) on the primary vehicle and trailer. That
ensures the chains can be tightened to keep the secondary vehicle from
buckling or breaking off during rail transport.
The primary and the secondary vehicles must have properly inflated tires.
Final Guidance
What if you don’t have access to the AAR’s OTLR manual, can’t find your specific
vehicle or trailer in it or you just have questions and need more info? Contact the
SDDC TEA at:
usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.tea@mail.mil
You’ll also find many useful resources on the SDDC TEA website HERE.
If you have petroleum and water assets, there’s helpful info for railcar operations
planning and safety in the Petroleum and Water Organizations, Equipment Petroleum
Platoon Leader, Rail Car Operations, and Unit Movements Smart Book (May 22).
Grab your CAC and get it HERE.
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FMTV: Tire and Wheel Assembly
Changes Hands
/ Published June 30, 2022

Photo courtesy of UTAP

Maintainers, historically the FMTV LTAS tire and wheel assembly, NSN 2530-01-5715857, was managed by DLA as a consumable item. However, beginning in August
2022, this item will be transferred to TACOM for management as a repairable wheel
assembly.
TACOM has reached out to LARs to request help facilitating and disseminating
guidance to their supported units regarding the turn-in of unserviceable assemblies.
Instead of sending them to DRMO, use your unit’s DoDAAC to send unserviceable
assemblies to DLA Distribution Red River (RIC: BR4).
Turn-in credit cannot be offered at this time. That’s because the tire and wheel
assembly isn’t an Army-managed commodity yet.
Help TACOM by turning in any unserviceable tire and wheel assemblies as soon as
possible. It’ll help you in the long run!
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M1270 MMPV: Easily Access Slave
Receptacle
/ Published June 30, 2022

Photo by William Beach

Dear Editor,
My shop discovered a problem with the M1270 MMPVs that are equipped with the
interrogation arm enabler system. The problem is that the access door to the slave
receptacle hits the system’s hydraulic motor. See for yourself below:
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Receptacle door hits hydraulic motor

The hydraulic motor doesn’t allow the access door to open far enough so that you can
easily connect a slave cable. Attempting to wedge it into the half-open door can
damage the slave cable.

Wedged slave cable

We came up with an inexpensive and very easy solution that works and ran it past
TACOM. They’ve approved our remedy for the MMPVs that have the interrogation
arm enabler system installed.
Mechanics can replace the spring pin on the receptacle door with a hair pin, NSN
5315-01-443-8033. They can get about ten (10) of these hair pins for $1.
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The hair pin allows them to quickly remove the door for full access to the slave
receptacle without using any tools.

Hair pin installed on door
Mechanics must replace the door after the vehicle is running or after they’ve
completed maintenance that required them to remove the access door.
Again, it’s easy and no tools required!
Samuel Myres
USAMC
Editor’s note: That’s a great fix, Mr. Myres, and thanks for sharing it!
Soldiers, note that TACOM has approved this solution and anticipates making it a
permanent configuration change in the future.
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